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Abstract—TV white space (TVWS) represents unused TV
channels - resulting from the transition to digital over-the-air
broadcasting - made available by FCC for unlicensed secondary
users. This presents opportunities for new wireless networks and
services, for example as a complement to licensed 4G cellular
networks as a mechanism for data offloading, in analogy with the
use of 802.11 WLAN hotspot networks for current 3G networks.
However, certain design challenges must be addressed - TVWS
spectrum is characterized by significant (spatial) variability in
number and quality (measured by signal to interference and
noise ratio) of available channels. Therefore, channel allocation -
that seeks to optimize some overall network performance metric
- must be adapted to this variation while complying with FCC
regulations. In this paper, we explore the problem of resource
allocation in TVWS spectrum by developing models for channel
availability based on co-channel interferences among secondary
users as well as primary-to-secondary interference. We define
two formulations: a) based on maximizing number of allocated
channels, and b) based on total network throughput. Techniques
for solving these two formulations are explored and the results
are compared through numerical evaluations.

Index Terms—Whitespaces, Dynamic Spectrum Access, TV
White Space (TVWS), Cognitive Radio, Cellular Network, Unli-
censed Spectrum, Channel Allocation Problem

I. INTRODUCTION

Cognitive radio (CR) systems allow dynamic access of sec-
ondary users (SU) to the licensed spectrum that is temporarily
not used or underutilized by licensed (primary) users (PU).
With the increasing usage of internet services by mobile users
and the lack of sufficient spectrum, CR systems are becom-
ing a popular solution for spectrum scarcity. For example
the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) has opened
unlicensed usage of TV band spectrum subject to specific
regulations that prohibits harmful interference to TV broadcast
services and other licensed users [1]–[3]. This possibility in
TV band is mainly because of the switch-over from analog
to digital TV transmission that was obligated by FCC for full
power TV broadcasters in the United States. These opportu-
nities have pushed the wireless industry to standardize CR
operation in IEEE 802.22, 802.11af, etc. It is also expected
that additional spectrum will be released for unlicensed use in
the near future as result of the US National Broadband Plan
[4].

A typical scenario for unlicensed operation requires SU to
first detect the presence of unoccupied channels via spectrum
sensing or by contacting a database administrator (DBA) to

receive a list of available channels1. Every DBA models
the protection region (or the so-called service contour) for
each primary user based on FCC’s protection rules and de-
termines the list of available channels at each location/time.
This framework for determining channel availability has two
major effects. First, the computational burden of channel
detection and incumbent protection is removed from secondary
devices. Second, the DBA serves as an aggregation point for
information about location and other technical specification
of secondary devices, which can be utilized for possible
centralized management solution (channel/power assignment)
to secondary devices. This feature of TVWS networks (and
possibly future WS spectrum) is unlike regular CR-based
networks where devices are usually connected in adhoc mode
without a centralized network controller/planner. This limi-
tation eliminates the possibility of managing inter-network
interferences that arise when independent networks utilize the
shared spectrum, similar to the current situation of Wi-Fi net-
works that limits performance in dense urban areas [5]. Issues
surrounding secondary network planning in TVWS is not well
studied in the literature. Current FCC regulation for TVWS
band are fully focused on protecting primary services [3] and
does not consider interference management among TV based
devices. This will eventually result in high interference floor
for secondary devices and network throughput will degrade.

In this work, we focus on cellular secondary network design
that operate on TVWS spectrum; however, the model and tech-
niques apply to any WS scenario. Our model first and foremost
accounts for FCC’s protection contours of the primary sources.
Second, the quality of each available WS channel is location
dependent, due to varying interference levels from primary
transmitters. Third, transmit power allowed on secondary TV
band devices is also location dependent because of FCC’s
adjacent channel rules. Therefore, traditional techniques for
resource allocation in cellular networks cannot be utilized and
new approaches are needed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces secondary network architecture while coexisting
with primary users. Section III reviews previous related work
in this area. Channel allocation problem in secondary cellular
networks is defined in section IV and various solutions are
discussed in section V. Numerical results are provided in VI

1FCC has adopted a centralized approach to secondary TVWS use by
authorizing a group of DBAs to provide spectrum availability information.



and finally section VII concludes the paper.

II. SECONDARY NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

Cellular communication systems are based on the notion
of frequency reuse which allows a channel to be spatially re-
used by different users, as long as the co-channel interference
is within acceptable bounds. However, for TVWS applications,
the cellular layout of the secondary cells is further restricted
by the primary protection regions, as shown in Fig. 1. This
figure presents TV towers as an irregular primary network,
where each primary cell corresponds to the coverage area (or
service contour [3]) of the associated tower. ri denotes the
maximum distance at which the received TV signal is above
the detection threshold and the channel is considered busy [2]
with an additional distance for protecting primary receivers on
the edge of the service contour. Therefore, primary cell sizes
depend on transmitter power/height, receiver sensitivity, terrain
height profile and other physical layer parameters (details of
calculation of primary user’s protection area for TVWS is
provided in [6]). It is clearly highlighted in this figure that
service contour for TV broadcasters is often irregular and ri(θ)
significantly depends on θ. The three protection regions in this
example are obtained from [7]. This irregularity is mainly be-
cause of variations in terrain height along different directions
(both average and variance) and the use of directional antenna
by the transmitter.

Secondary networks can only be located outside of these
protected contours subject to further FCC limitations imposed
by need for protection of primary receivers. Secondary cells
are usually much smaller in size compared to primary cells
because of the lower transmission power and antenna height,
Fig.1. The location dependency of secondary cells can be
observed in this figure. Suppose primary transmitters in dif-
ferent colors are utilizing different channels. The area outside
all protection regions can access the same set of available
channels. However, secondary cells inside primary’s protection
region (shown as dotted circles) are possible as long as channel
separation and power limitation is met by the secondary user.
Therefore, these cells will receive a reduced set of available
channels and those cells that are inside the overlapping section
of protected regions receive an even shorter list. In practice,
the number of protected entities are so large and diverse
that essentially no secondary cell is completely outside all
protection regions and list of channels are highly varying. As
a practical example, in a highly populated urban area such as
downtown Los Angeles there are zero channels available while
40 miles away from down town 14 channels are available for
secondary operation as shown in Fig. 2.

Furthermore, the quality of available channels changes from
cell to cell. This is because primary transmitters are very high
power2 and although secondary cells are outside protection
regions they are still prone to receiving high interference from
primaries especially for cells that are close to service contours.

2For full power digital TV transmitters, the transmitted power can be as
big as 1000 kWatt.
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Fig. 1. Coexistence between primary and secondary cells in cellular networks
based on TV white space. Primary cells are protection contours for TV
broadcasters, defined based on transmission power, receiver sensitivity and
other link-budget parameters [7].

Fig. 2. Variability of available channels in a highly populated area (Los
Angeles). Color map data are obtained from [8].

In Fig.1, cell A and B have the same set of available channels
but significantly stronger interference affects A compared to
B.

III. RELATED WORKS

Traditional channel allocation techniques for cellular net-
works [9] seek to optimize channel reuse factor while main-
taining signal-to-interference plus noise (SINR) ratio for any
link, by designing appropriate dynamic channel assignment
algorithms [10]–[12]. Such channel assignment algorithms are
modeled as a graph color/multi-coloring problem in which
each node (base station) is colored according to the number
of requests (user calls) in the associated cell. To achieve this,
each node is weighted by the number of calls in the cell
that includes currently ongoing calls and new requests [10].
Therefore, the objective target is to achieve the point where all
cell calls are responded (assuming it is feasible). The major
question of interest in this case is whether the graph is color-
able or not instead of optimizing the total network throughput



[9], [12], [13]. Network planning in a data network is beyond
just responding to current requests. It should improve quality
of service to the end user by maximizing overall throughput.
Therefore the objective function to be optimized is network
capacity (in its various forms and definitions) rather than the
number of calls being covered.

What makes TVWS-based networks particularly interesting
is the fact that the set of available channels changes from
cell to cell and from device to device3. This is unlike regular
cellular networks where there is no inherent differences among
cells and potentially the same set of channels is available
to every cell. In every primary-secondary paradigm, these
variations in time/location/device-type complicate the channel
assignment process and is not considered in the literature [13]–
[20].

In [21], a distributed algorithm is considered for cognitive
cellular networks using a game theory framework. However,
major factors are overlooked in their problem formulations.
Primary to secondary interference is not considered in calcu-
lating channel quality and the optimization metric is not the
aggregate throughput. Only one channel is assigned to each
AP which reduces the solution to a graph coloring instead
of multi-coloring problem. Maximum power for each AP is
decided solely based on primary limitations and not secondary-
to-secondary interference and the method does not comply
with FCC’s vision of power selection [2], [3]. The protection
contour for each primary user is modeled as a single point in
their LP formulation which is technically wrong because the
whole area should be protected.

In [22]–[24] greedy and IP-based algorithms are consid-
ered for formulating spectrum allocation problem. However,
the aforementioned constraints for TVWS paradigm are not
considered and the objective function is limited to some utility
functions (such as total revenue for spectrum broker) rather
than overall network throughput.

Our contribution in this paper is to formulate resource
allocation problem in cellular networks from a data transfer
perspective (rather than voice) and in a more generalized
paradigm. We consider channel variation as well as different
sources of interference (both secondary to secondary and
primary to secondary) in the problem formulation in order
to optimize overall network throughput.

IV. CHANNEL ALLOCATION IN SECONDARY CELLULAR
NETWORKS

An interesting question for a network planner in TV white
space spectrum is ‘how to assign available channels to dif-
ferent users?’ In regular cellular networks, repetitive patterns
are used in which every channel is periodically (in space)
assigned to nodes with specific distances. For example in a
fully developed hexagonal structure, Fig. 3, channel assign-
ment is defined by two shift parameters i, j. The resulting
frequency reuse parameter K = i2 + ij + j2 determines the

3FCC defines different TVBD types (fixed versus portable) and regulations
are different for each type. Hence, the set of available channels depends on
the device type as well as other parameters.
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Fig. 3. Spatial frequency reuse in a fully developed hexagonal cellular
network. Cells with similar letter share the same channel. No channel sharing
exists among the first tier neighbors. Shift parameters i, j defines how channel
repeats in space.

frequency-reuse rate of each channel across the network [25].
In contrast, the same method can be used in TVWS only for
those channels that are available in every cell (which are very
few). The availability of channels is significantly a function
of location. Furthermore, channels are shared with primary
users, here TV broadcasters, which is a different network
with a variant requirement that makes network planning non-
homogenous. The quality of each channel (in this context
defined as signal to noise and interference ratio) depends on
primary-to-secondary interference and is significantly channel
and location dependent [6]. Therefore, any optimal channel
allocation mechanism must consider these irregularities in the
optimization process.

Let’s define C as the set of all permissible white space
channels [3]. Our focus is toward TV white space channels
and therefore C = {2, 3, ..., 36, 38, ..., 51} with each channel
representing 6 MHz bandwidth in V/UHF band (based on
USA standard [26]). For every cell Ai, Υ(Ai) ⊆ C is the set
of all available channels that must be determined according
to incumbents protections and FCC regulations. A minimum
of one channel must be allocated to each cell (with the
assumption that Υ(Ai) 6= ∅, there is at least one available
channel in that cell). For each available channel c ∈ Υ(Ai), we
specify a quality factor γi,P (c) as the level of interference from
primary transmitter. This parameter includes co-channel and
adjacent channel pollution from all licensed users in channel
c.

Since more than one channel can be assigned to each cell,
the overall network throughput depends on how many channels
are utilized in each cell without severe mutual interference.
Therefore an optimizing algorithm toward maximizing the
network throughput (either average or worst-case user through-
put) can be set differently according to the level of details
involved. Here, we consider two problem formulations, one for



maximizing the total number of channels assigned to the entire
network and another for maximizing total Shannon capacity
of the network.

Problem definition 1: For a set of N cells {A0, A1, ..., AN−1
}, with channel set availability of {Υ(A0), ...,Υ(AN−1)}, a
channel selection function f : Υ(Ai) → Ci ⊂ Υ(Ai) is
desired that assigns to each cell a subset of available channels
Ci ⊂ Υ(Ai) so as to maximize fopt:

fopt = arg max
f

N−1∑
i=0

|Ci| (1)

subject to:

Ci ⊂ Υ(Ai), ∀i ∈ [0, ..., N − 1]

Ci 6= ∅
N−1∑
j=0

γi,j(c) + γi,P (c) + σ2
n ≤ γt, ∀c ∈ Ci (2)

where γi.j(c) is the mutual interference between cell i and j on
channel c, σ2

n is noise power and γt is the maximum acceptable
noise and interference threshold (In terms of transmission
power P and desired SNR, γt = P

SNR ). The last inequality
condition guarantees that channel noise floor is below a certain
level and therefore an acceptable performance is achievable
on the shared channels. If ci is not shared by cell i and j
then γi.j(ci) = 0. This formulation maximizes the number of
channels used by the cells but does not necessarily optimize
throughput. This is because mutual interference is kept below
a certain level rather than being optimized (minimized). The
following more sophisticated formulation for this problem
considers this issue.

Problem definition 2: For a set of N cells, {A0, A1, ...,
AN−1}, with channel set availability of {Υ(A0), ...,Υ(AN−1)
}, a channel selection function f : Υ(Ai) → Ci ⊂ Υ(Ai) is
desired that assigns to each cell a subset of available channels
Ci ⊂ Υ(Ai) as following:

fopt = arg max
f

N−1∑
i=0

∑
c∈Ci

log2 (1 + SINR(c)) (3)

SINR(c) =
P∑N−1

j=0 γi,j(c) + γi,P (c) + σ2
n

subject to:

Ci ⊂ Υ(Ai), ∀i ∈ [0, ..., N − 1]

Ci 6= ∅ (4)

Here, Shannon equation is used for the throughput of each
channel utilized in each cell. Therefore, the answer to this op-
timization problem is optimal in the sense of overall secondary
network’s throughput.

V. SOLUTIONS TO CHANNEL ALLOCATION PROBLEM

Finding a solution to channel assignment is generally very
challenging and it highly depends on the level of details

involved. Here, problem definition 1 is focused toward max-
imizing the number of assigned channels that is a discrete
function with continuous constraints. On the other hand,
problem definition 2 is optimizing a continuous function
with continuous constraints. While both problems are discrete
optimization, the latter is significantly more complicated that
the former. In following sections, we explore possible solutions
for both problems.

A. Suboptimal Greedy Solution for Problem 1

One sub-optimal solution for problem 1 is possible by
considering this fact that in cellular systems, the strongest
interferer is the first tier in a hexagonal structure as shown
in Fig. 3. Because of this, any frequency reuse pattern avoids
using the same channel in neighboring cells. Therefore, as a
mechanism to ensure interference rejection, we force the solu-
tion to avoid reusing in neighboring cells (can be generalized
to prevention against second and third tiers) while the total
number of channels in all cells is maximized.

In order to generalize this idea for our problem, we modify
the hard decision mechanism based on adjacency to a soft
decision process that eliminates channels from neighbors
based on comparing overall calculated interference with γt.
Let’s model the network as a graph G = (V,E) where V ,
the set of vertices, represents the cell centers (base stations)
and E, the set of edges, describes cell adjacency. Therefore,
if e = (v1, v2) ∈ E then v1 and v2 are two neighboring
cells. This can be generalized to second/third-tier cells if
cells are small and interference beyond the first neighbors
are considerable. For every edge vi ∈ V , the set of available
channels is Υ(vi) ⊂ C as shown in Fig. 4. The set of assigned
channels to each vertex vi is C(vi).

Here we explore a greedy algorithm that seeks to assign
non-shared channels first and then divide the remaining set
of channels evenly between interfering cells. The algorithm,
shown in Algorithm 1, starts with a vertex that has minimum
number of assigned channels and minimum number of avail-
able channels. Every possible channel is explored on this node
to find the one that results in minimum number of interfered
nodes. A node v is considered interfered as the result of a
channel assignment if one of the following happens:
• Total interference level in v crosses the threshold γt
• Assigning this channel to node v results in another

currently assigned node to cross the threshold
The channel cmin that causes minimum number of interfered
nodes is assigned to current vertex and is removed from the
set of available channels. The list of available channels for all
neighboring nodes is updated after this assignment according
to two condition above. This process is repeated until there is
no available channel in all the vertices.

Greedy algorithm guarantees every assigned channel c ∈ Ci
has a total interference level less than threshold γt. However,
it does not guarantee the condition of Ci 6= ∅ is met. The
algorithm reaches most vulnerable nodes first to minimize the
probability of having Ci = ∅ but the final results depend on
the distribution of the available channels among nodes and



Algorithm 1: Greedy algorithm for problem 1
Data: G(V,E), {Υ(V )} . interference graph, channel availability vectors
Result: {C(v) : ∀vi ∈ V }

1 Function GreedyAssign()
2 while

⋃
vi∈V Υ(vi) 6= ∅ do . some channels left unassigned

3 vcur ← select v ∈ V with min |C(v)| and min |Υ(v)|6= 0 . current cell
4 cmin ← select c ∈ Υ(vcur) with min InterferingNodes(vcur, c)
5 C(vcur)← C(vcur) ∪ cmin . assign selected channel to current cell
6 Υ(vcur)← Υ(vcur)\{cmin} . remove selected channel from set of available channels
7 UpdateChannels(cmin, vcur)
8 end while
9 return

10 Function InterferingNodes(vcur, c)
11 Vn ← set of neighbors of vcur
12 Vshrd(c)← {v ∈ Vn : c ∈ Υ(v)}
13 Vown(c)← {v ∈ Vn : c ∈ C(v)} ∪ {vcur}
14 count ← number of v ∈ Vshrd(c) for which TotalInterference(c, v) > γt
15 return count
16 Function UpdateChannels(c, vcur)
17 Vn ← set of neighbors of vcur; Vshrd(c)← {v ∈ Vn : c ∈ Υ(v)}; Vown(c)← {v ∈ Vn : c ∈ C(v)}
18 forall the v ∈ Vshrd(c) do . Check every nodes that has c available
19 Vown(c)← Vown(c) ∪ {v} . Temporarily assign channel c to node v
20 if TotalInterference(c, Vown(c)) > γt then . If any channel crosses threshold
21 Υ(v)← Υ(v)\{c}
22 end if
23 Vown(c)← Vown(c)\{v} . Remove temporarily channel assignment
24 end forall
25 return

the value of γt. There are very rare cases for large values
of γt that there is a solution which meets the constraints but
this algorithm barely misses that. However, all these cases are
for large and non-optimal values of γt as we will see in the
numerical section results. For a wide range of γt that includes
the optimal point, this algorithm also satisfies this criteria.

B. Integer Programming formulation for problem 1

In this section we formulate the channel assignment problem
as an integer linear program (ILP). The reason for this transla-
tion is the availability of standard tools and libraries for solving
ILP. Classic channel assignment problems are usually modeled
as a graph multi-coloring (GMC) problem [27]. However,
there are major differences between our resource allocation
problem and GMC. In a typical GMC setup, the objective
function is to minimize the number of required channels
(colors) to cover a specific interference graph such that each
node receives the minimum required channels. Therefore, there
is a homogeneity in GMC that does not exist in our problem.
Here, the set of channels that are available at each node is
forced by the scenario and changes from node to node. There
is a quality factor assigned to each channel that originates from
primary to secondary interference and the objective function
is to maximize the total number of assigned channels in the
network.

For each node vi ∈ V (i = 0, ..., N − 1) let A|C|×1i be
a binary vector of length |C| (total number of channels) that
defines availability/unavailability of each channel at node vi.
Also, let L|C|×1i be the binary vector that shows what channels
are currently assigned to node vi. We define A and L as the
concatenation of all Ai and Li vectors, respectively:

A =


A0

A1

...
AN−1

 ,L =


L0

L1

...
LN−1

 (5)

The optimization problem is to find the optimum L that has
maximum weight and yet satisfies the constraints. All the
constraints in problem 1 are now defined in terms of L and
A. The availability constraint is specified as LT .Ac = 0
where (.)T is matrix transpose operation and Ac is binary
complement of A. The minimum number of assigned channels
to each node (that must be non-zero Ci 6= ∅) is defined in
terms of L as:

|C|−1∑
j=0

L(|C|i+ j) > 0, i = 0, 1, ..., N − 1 (6)

In order to formulate mutual interference condition, let’s
translate the general from defined by (2) in our ILP problem.
This constraint should be specified for every vi ∈ V and for



v1 : [2,4,7,11]

v2 : [3,4,7,13]

v3 : [2,3,4,15]

v6 : [1,2,11,50]

v4 : [2,6,9,7,11,23]

v5 : [1,2,15,32,50]

Fig. 4. Graph based model for cellular networks in TVWS spectrum. Cells
are represented by vertices, along with their corresponding set of channels
and interfering cells are connected by edges.

every permissible channel ck ∈ Υ(vi). We assume the cross
interference is known for every pair of (vi, vj) as γi,j(ck).
For simplicity of notation, we assume γi,i(c) = 0. Thus, for
every vi ∈ V and for every channel ck ∈ Υ(vi) we need an
interference constraint as below:

(7)

N−1∑
j =0

L(j|C|+k)γi,j(ck)

+γi,P (ck)+σ2
n ≤ [1−L(i|C|+k)]Λ+γt

where Λ � γt is a large constant number that is used here
to make sure interference constraint is applied only when
L(i|C|+k) = 1 (when channel ck is actually assigned to vi).

The ILP that finds the optimum solution to problem defini-
tion 1 is:

max
L

1T .L (8)

Subject to:

LT .Ac = 0

|C|−1∑
j=0

L(|C|i+ j) > 0, i = 0, 1, ..., N − 1

N−1∑
j=0

L(j|C|+k)γi,j(ck) + γi,P (ck) + σ2
n ≤

γt + [1− L(i|C|+k)]Λ (9)

The answer to this ILP, if exists, is the optimal solution for
problem definition 1 in (2). Compared to greedy algorithm,

this formulation finds the best answer that maximizes the
desired metric (number of assigned channels) and satisfies
all required constraints. Clearly, trade off here is significantly
higher complexity than the greedy method. However, the set of
parameters here are sufficiently general that other restrictions
can easily be applied to (9).

C. Suboptimal greedy solution for problem 2

A heuristic approach for finding a solution to problem 2
must consider maximizing the total throughput in (3) at every
iteration. A greedy algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. This
procedure again starts with a node v that has minimum number
of assigned channels |C(v)| and minimum number of available
channels |Υ(v)|. This is essential for our fairness constraint
of Ci 6= ∅.

The procedure for finding best available channel cmax for
current node v is through estimating total achievable through-
put (heuristically) for every available channel and choosing
the one with maximum value. Estimation of total throughput
is non-trivial. Our heuristic method (function BestChannel in
Algorithm 2) starts by adding channel ci (from set of available
channels) to v and evaluate total throughput (considering
mutual interferences). Afterward, as long as the value of total
throughput is increasing, it keeps assigning channel ci to other
nodes. This operation stops when total throughput is no longer
increasing. This procedure is repeated for every channel and
the maximum value of total throughput determines cmax.

The neighbor removal process (function RemoveNeighbors
in the Algorithm) is based on hypothetically assigning the
channel to all eligible nodes and evaluating total throughput.
If total throughput decreases as the result of such a channel
assignment, the channel must be removed from set of available
channels.

D. Nonlinear IP formulation for problem 2

Since the objective function in (3) is non-linear, regular
integer programming formulation cannot be used here. Finding
a solution to non-linear IP problems are generally NP-hard
and therefore computationally they are not efficient. However,
the result obtained from this formulation is optimal. This
definition is mostly used as a benchmark against heuristic-
based methods such as greedy algorithm in the previous
section, to evaluate how close those results are to the optimal
answer. The non-linear IP in this case is defined as below:

max
L

fobj(L) (10)

Subject to:

LT .Ac = 0

|C|−1∑
j=0

L(|C|i+ j) > 0, i = 0, 1, ..., N − 1

where the objective function fobj(L) is defined based on total
throughput in (3). Therefore, in terms of channel assignment



Algorithm 2: Greedy algorithm for problem 2
Data: G(V,E), {Υ(V )} . interference graph, channel availability vectors
Result: {C(v) : ∀vi ∈ V }

1 Function GreedyAssign()
2 while

⋃
vi∈V Υ(vi) 6= ∅ do . some channels left unassigned

3 vcur ← select v ∈ V with min |C(v)| and min |Υ(v)|6= 0 . current cell
4 cmax ← BestChannel(vcur) . find best channel for current cell
5 C(vcur)← C(vcur) ∪ cmax . assign best channel to current cell
6 Υ(vcur)← Υ(vcur)\{cmax} . remove selected channel from set of available channels
7 RemoveNeighbors(cmax)
8 end while
9 Function BestChannel(v)

Input: v: Node v ∈ V
Output: cmax: Best channel c ∈ Υ(v) with maximum total throughput

10 fmax ← −∞
11 forall the ci ∈ Υ(v) do . Test every available channel
12 D1 ← {v|ci ∈ C(v)} ∪ {v} . All channel that currently use ci
13 D2 ← {v|ci ∈ Υ(v)} . All channel that can potentially use ci
14 forall the vj ∈ D2 do
15 if TotalThroughput(ci, D1 ∪ vj) > TotalThroughput(ci, D1) then
16 D1 ← D1 ∪ vj
17 end if
18 end forall
19 if TotalThroughput(ci, D1) > fmax then
20 fmax ← TotalThroughput(ci, D1); cmax ← ci
21 end if
22 end forall
23 return cmax

24 Function TotalThroughput(c, V )
Input: V : Set of nodes, c: specific channel

25 f ← 0
26 forall the vi ∈ V do . Assume c is assigned to all nodes in V
27 I ← γi,P (c) +

∑
vj∈V \{vi} γi,j(c)

28 f ← f + log2

(
1 + P

I+σ2
n

)
29 end forall
30 return f
31 Function RemoveNeighbors(c)
32 D1 ← {v|ci ∈ C(v)}; D2 ← {v|ci ∈ Υ(v)}
33 forall the vj ∈ D2 do
34 if TotalThroughput(c, D1 ∪ vj) < TotalThroughput(c, D1) then
35 Υ(vj)← Υ(vj)\{c}
36 end if
37 end forall

vector L, it is defined as:

fobj(L) = B1×N |C|.L

B(i|C|+k) =

log2

(
P∑N−1

j=0 L(j|C|+k)γi,j(ck) + γi,P (ck) + σ2
n

+1

)

i, k = 0, ..., N − 1

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, numerical results are provided for a typical
network graph to compare introduced algorithms. Simulation
parameters are provided in Table I. There are 25 nodes in a grid
topology, Fig. 5. All secondary users transmit with unit power.
Mutual interference between nodes is determined in terms of
cross distance and typical path-loss functions γi,j ∝ P

d2
i,j

.
There are a total of 10 available channels that are randomly
available at each node (uniform distribution in range of 3 to 5
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Fig. 5. Network topology with multiple nodes in DSA scenario. Each node
has a certain set of available channels Υ(vi) ∈ {1, 2, ..., 10}.

for each node). The quality of each channel, defined in terms
of primary to secondary interference level is also randomized
for each channel uniformly.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Number of nodes |V | 25

Number of channels |C| 10
Available channels Υ(v) ∼ U [3, 5]

Primary Interference γi,P (.) ∼ U [0.0, 0.1]
Secondary User’s Power 1.0
Mutual Interference γi,j ∝ P

d2
i,j

Noise Power σ2
n 0.01

Each simulation scenario in the following two sections is
repeated multiple times with different seeds for random gen-
erator and the results are averaged. The seed values however
are fixed across different algorithm to provide a reasonable
comparison. We keep a fixed seed for generating the number
of available channels at each node but a variable seed is used
for generating the actual channel numbers and channel quality
factor. Therefore, the total number of available channels are
fixed in all cases but the interference pattern is different.

The two factors of interest are the total number of channels
that are assigned to nodes and the total throughput of the
network (bps/Hz). We normalize both metrics by the total
number of available channels for easier comparison and to
remove dependency of the results on this factor.

A. Comparing greedy algorithm with ILP in problem 1

An important factor in problem 1 is parameter γt. This
defines how conservative the algorithm is in terms of accepting
external interference in an assigned channel. Increasing γt
will decrease the frequency reuse factor for the network and
forces reused channels to be further away. Figure 6 shows
the total number of assigned channels versus SNR = P

γt
for both greedy algorithm and ILP in problem 1. Decreasing
SNR (increasing γt) will increase the total number of channels
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Fig. 6. Number of assigned channels normalized to total number of available
channels versus SNR = P

γt
in (2) for first problem formulation.

in both algorithms because higher level of interference is
accepted. The two algorithms present the same behavior and
their performance is relatively close.

Figure 7 shows the normalized total throughput of the
network in terms of bps/Hz/(Available Channel) for both
methods. The total throughput is calculated by considering
total interference at each node as sum of mutual interference,
primary to secondary interference and noise power for every
assigned channel and utilizing Shannon capacity equation.
The trade-off between throughput and γt can be seen in this
figure. For smaller values of γt, throughput decreases because
the fewer number of channels becomes dominant. For larger
values of γt it also decreases because excessive interference
becomes dominant. While both methods present a similar
behavior overall, the trade-off is more visible in ILP. This
is because in ILP problem, the algorithm forces one channel
per node and the target function is to maximize the total
channels. This can result in multiple channels at one node
while another node has only one channels assigned. On the
other hand, greedy algorithm provides a more homogenous
distribution of channels among nodes because always the node
with minimum |C(v)| is selected. Therefore, this algorithm
shows less sensitivity to threshold value.

B. Comparing problem 2 with problem 1

With the lack of standard tools for solving nonlinear IP
problems, our work in providing the most optimal answer
through second problem definition is an ongoing effort for
future works. However, in this section we can compare the
results of greedy algorithm for problem 2 versus one. Problem
definition 2 is based on maximizing total throughput with-
out utilizing hard decision threshold for channel assignment.
Therefore, the choice of γt does not affect the result. Hence,
we compare this result with best results obtained from problem
1 through a search in γt. Table II compares the results for
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Fig. 7. Total throughput across the network normalized by total number
of available channel versus SNR = P

γt
in (2) for first problem formulation.

Mutual interference between nodes, primary to secondary interference and
noise variance is considered in calculation of throughput.

TABLE II
COMPARING SIMULATION RESULTS FOR PROBLEM 2 VERSUS PROBLEM 1

Method Norm. No. Assigned Channels Norm. Throughput
Greedy Prob. 2
with IQP 0.534 0.976
Greedy Prob. 2
with Heuristic

0.546 0.973
ILP Prob. 1 0.5 1.005

Greedy Prob. 1 0.57 0.88

both definitions. In addition to greedy method in Algorithm 2
, we simulated a different greedy method that runs an integer
quadratic programming (IQP) for minimizing total interference
in every iteration inside method BestChannels. The results
show slightly better performance than the previous heuristic
based method. By comparing the results in this table, it is
inferred that ILP presents the best results and Greedy for
problem 1 which has the worst performance is only 12% below
ILP. Greedy for problem 2 is very close to ILP, only 2.8%
below.

Considering both performance and computational require-
ments, greedy algorithm for problem 2 has the best perfor-
mance. This is because of multiple reasons. First, problem
formulation 2 does not depend on threshold and automati-
cally finds the optimal point. Thus, no exhaustive search is
needed. Second, greedy algorithm is significantly faster in
every iteration. Third, the complexity of greedy algorithm
is polynomial in number of nodes while ILP is exponential.
Therefore, greedy method is better scalable. Finally, the overall
result of greedy is sufficiently close to ILP.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explored the problem of resource allocation
in TVWS based networks with a focus on cellular networks.
Major issues in TVWS were addressed including variability

of available channels w.r.t. location as well as quality of each
channel. Two problem definitions were presented for allocat-
ing channels to cells with different objective functions and
constraints. First problem formulation, based on maximization
of total number of channels, proved to be an integer linear
programming problem for which standard tools are available.
Second problem formulation was based on maximization of
total Shannon throughput which resulted in a non-linear IP
problem. Greedy algorithms were provided for both defini-
tions.

Numerical results showed a trade off between total through-
put and γt for problem 1 and that careful choice of γt
is needed to obtain optimum results. In practice, exhaus-
tive/binary search techniques are required to find optimum γt.
By choosing the best value of γt, ILP showed the best results
which was slightly better than greedy solution for problem 2
with the cost of enormously higher computation.
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